What readers are saying about

A Brain New Way to Work ™
The guide to using your brain style at work
for better results with less stress.
“The cost of being ineffective is more than reduced profit margin
and wasted time. One of the real benefits from A Brain New
Way to Work was relief from the stress of not being able to
work as well as I knew I could. Proof positive: I have noticed a
number of my ‘brain new’ systems showing up in other executive offices!
Anne Stewart, Executive Vice President, Maier & Siebel, Inc.

“If you, your team or company is not productive and fully functioning…you are
wasting valuable time and money. Eve’s newest book should be required reading for
every executive and their team leaders.”
Jim Horan, President, & best-selling author The One Page Business Plan ®
“This interactive book is perfect for professionals who want to get more out of their
day and have some fun doing it. The benefits of investing time to make time are the
payoff for applying A Brain New Way to Work. I was so impressed with Eve’s new
paper and computer tips that I bought my assistant her own copy.”
Michael Cannon, CEO, Silver Bullet Group

“I especially like the effective display photos and custom office design applications.
Eve’s productivity tips are priceless! I’m already doing some things right and now I
know a lot more ways to save time.”
Sue Ann Roy, Vice President, Bank of America

“If Time is Money, then Eve’s books and programs will make you lots of Money.”
Jeffrey Fox, President, & bestselling author of Secrets of Great Rainmakers™
“A Brain New Way to Work was fun and enlightening. I learned quite a lot of Outlook
and email tips I used immediately! Looking forward to taking the brain quizzes to help
me understand more about my colleagues and myself.”
Linda Christianson, Director, Marketing and Global Sponsorships

“I keep How to Do Space Age Work with a Stone Age Brain™ as my desktop reference
for just about anything I do at work. The most amazing thing about Eveʹs book is that I
can open it up to any page and find absolutely invaluable tips for my daily activities. I
recommend this book for all busy professionals who are overwhelmed with the
information avalanche and need new ways to improve their effectiveness.
Satisfaction guaranteed!”
Boris Letuchy, Certified Facility Manager

